Elsabeth Hepworth

Transitions – Brainstorming session:
What’s the first thing that comes to your mind when you think about transitions?
-

What do transitions look like? How are they used?
o (example responses: Where would a reader get stuck? Think of transitions like a
bridge - it gets the reader from one thought to another, you use it to make the essay
or creative writing “flow”)

-

When do you want to use a transition?
o (example responses: when you are changing the setting, when you’re providing
examples, when you’re moving from one thought to another.)

-

What kinds of writing need transitions? Essays? Creative Writing? Poems?
o (example responses: they might say essays are most important because that’s the
kind of writing the must continue to revise. Demonstrate that short stories and
even poems need transitions to move the reader along.)

-

Let’s think of some examples of transitions based on what we came up with
o Changing the setting: time, place words, etc.
o Providing examples: addition, examples, etc.
o Summing it all up: conclusion, ending, etc.

Importance of Transitions re: writing biographies:
-

So I did some research on transitions for you and found out there are 8 different types of
transitions that you can use with any type of writing.

-

Some of these transition words will be more helpful than others depending on what you
write.
o
o
o

You all had to interview people to write this biography, right?
What would happen if you just wrote what they said? What would the paper you turn
in look like?
When writing biographies, you are responsible for telling the story:
 You’re responsible for changing the mood
 You’re responsible for filling in the blanks
 Basically, you’re responsible for making sure the reader understands the story in
the same way you understood it when you conducted your interview.

My goal today is to show you how many kinds of transitions are out there and how these words
can help you retell the story in a very realistic and helpful way.

Introduce World Without Fish
-

Explain how the book is a work of non-fiction that helps us think about sea life and fish
regarding climate change and pollution.
It’s a perfect example of how many of these words can be used to make an argument or tell
a story.
(Pass the book around. Pass Transitions worksheet around)

PowerPoint:
-Have students full in definitions re: each of the transition words based on the definitions of the
PowerPoint.
-Demonstrate examples (wait time) for students to respond and “spot the transition”

Transition Tickets:
-These tickets have 4 transition words on them.
Your challenge is one of two options:
1. To write a paragraph about any topic you choose (explain your daily routine, or a little about
what you learned about the fish through examples from this story. Basically your task it to use
these words here and now to tell the reader a story or summarize something for the reader).
2. You can also use these words printed on the ticket stub in your biographies. In the mean time,
think about how each one of the words can do different things based on how they are grouped.
See if you can find out how the transition works and circle that word on the ticket stub.

NAME ____________________________________________________ DATE________________________ PERIOD________

All About Transitions
Agreement/Addition/Similarity
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
in the first place
not only … but also
as a matter of fact
in addition
furthermore
in the same fashion/way

again
to
and
then
first, second, third
identically

moreover
as well as
of course
additionally
equally
similarly

too
as
like
not to mention

Opposition/Limitation/Contradiction
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
although this may be true
in contrast
on the other hand
in spite of
in reality
nevertheless

then again
but
(and) still
or
(and) yet
regardless

although
instead
whereas
despite
however
otherwise

after all
above all
in reality
while
besides

Cause/Condition/Purpose
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
in the event that
as/so long that
with this intention
in the hope that

unless
if
when
because of

in case
provided that
so that
inasmuch as

while
since
due to
in order to

Examples/Support/Emphasis
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
in other words
to put it differently
in this case
by all means
to put it another way

indeed
notably
for example
for instance
to clarify

such as
to explain
for instance
for example
in fact

Effect/Consequence/Result
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
as a result
under those circumstances
for this reason

in that case
because the
then

therefore
consequently

Conclusion/Summary/Restatement
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
after all
for the most part
in summary

obviously
in either case
ultimately

all in all
altogether
in conclusion

by and large
in essence

Time/Chronology/Sequence
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
to begin with
as soon as
as long as
in the first place

after
later
before
until

whenever
meanwhile
during
now that

by the time
finally
suddenly
first, second

Space/Location/Place
WHEN WOULD YOU USE THESE WORDS?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
in the middle
in front of
in the background
in the center of

here
there
below
up

further
beyond
wherever
alongside

between
among
amid
among

These are transition words that express
agreement with preceding material*

*Meaning it agrees with the idea or the facts
that come first

Does the author’s word choice
sound like it belongs in an
essay?

These words express there is evidence to
the contrary* or point out alternatives.

*These transitions are opposite or go against
the idea

Why does the author use
the transition word, “and
yet”?
What does this say about
the relationship between
the whale and its food?

These phrases present specific conditions
or scenarios in which the example can be
used.

Why are the reefs dying?
What other words on your
transitions sheet could also work in
this sentence?
Is this a Cause, Condition, or
Purpose?

These words can be used to introduce
examples that support, show importance,
or illustrate your point.

etc

What is the BlueFin Tuna’s
relationship to the Dolphin?
How is this relationship different
than the relationship between the
whale and its food?

These transition words can show an
example after you make your point or
state your idea.

Read the red sentence by itself.
Now read the red and black sentences
together.
Do you feel more empowered after
reading them together?
Why?

These transitions can be used to wrap up
or restate an idea.

What does this transition word tell us
about the text that comes before it?
What about the text that comes after it?

These words can be used to give the
reader perspective of time or sequence
(time frame) in your narrative.

When does the author think
we’ll find a solution to the
problem?
What must happen first?

These words can give the reader
perspective on “where” your ideas or
topics “stand” compared to other ideas
related to it.

Where are the fisherman compared to
the fish?
How does the author get us to stop
thinking about the fisherman?

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

In the first place

Agreement/Addition/Similarity

Despite

Opposition/Limitation/
Contradiction

Given that
In fact

Cause/Condition/Purpose
Example/Support/Emphasis

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

Moreover

Agreement/Addition/Similarity

As much as

Opposition/Limitation/
Contradiction

Since
Especially

Cause/Condition/Purpose
Example/Support/Emphasis

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

Furthermore

Agreement/Addition/Similarity
Agreement/Addition/Similarity
Opposition/Limitation/
Opposition/Limitation
Contradiction

On the contrary
In order to
That is to say

Cause/Condition/Purpose
Cause/Condition/Purpose
Example/Support/Emphasis
Example/Support/Emphasis

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

Of course

Agreement/Addition/Similarity

albeit

Opposition/Limitation/
Contradiction

Due to
To explain

Cause/Condition/Purpose
Example/Support/Emphasis

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

In the same way

Agreement/Addition/Similarity

Because the

Effect/Consequence/Result

In short

Conclusion/ Summary/
Restatement

later

Time/Chronology/Sequence

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

Additionally
Moreover

Agreement/Addition/Similarity

As much
then as

Opposition/Limitation/
Effect/Consequence/Result
Contradiction
Conclusion/ Summary/
Restatement
Cause/Condition/Purpose

Obviously
Since
In the
Especially
first place

Time/Chronology/Sequence
Example/Support/Emphasis

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

Furthermore
likewise

Agreement/Addition/Similarity
Agreement/Addition/Similarity
Effect/Consequence/Result
Opposition/Limitation

On
Forthe
thiscontrary
reason
In
ultimately
order to
That
wherever
is to say

Conclusion/ Summary/

Cause/Condition/Purpose
Restatement
Example/Support/Emphasis
Space/Location/Place

THE WORDS ON THIS TICKET ARE YOUR TICKET OUT OF CLASS

ALL ABOUT TRANSITIONS TICKET

TRANSITIONS
TICKET

As well as

Agreement/Addition/Similarity

In that case

Effect/Consequence/Result

After all

Conclusion/ Summary/
Restatement

among

Space/Location/Place

